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RE-EVALUATION Of THE PAST AND DISCUSSION OF THE FUTURE 
A PERSPECTIVE CENTRED ON ECONOMIC GROWTH * 

Antonio Barros de Castro** 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Afcer twenty ,-e1rs of stagnation of per capita income, rhe possible return of 
growth has hea.:cd up the debate about rhe legacy and rhe future possibilities 
of the Bra7 :Lan economy. The discussion, however, immediately ran into 
problems relar:ng to economic science. 

In fact, Lhe central preoccupation of economics has crystallised around 
the formal representation of how markers, operating freely and unhindered, 
generate equilibrium. From chis perspective, economic growth is a consequence 
of the decisions of individuals co expand their businesses through opportunities 
revealed by markers. The rapid growth of certain countries and the stagnation 
of others are usually seen as exceptional situations which do not deserve the 
attention of economic theory - and which, moreover, will disappear as rhe 
result of the 'cleansing' and stabilising action of competition. 

Despite chis fundamental departure from mainstream economics, 1 

episodes of rapid growth have been continually registered - and, in fact, 
multiplied during the second half of the twentieth century. Such episodes 
may be classified into three types: 

1. Economies with abundant natural resources suddenly open to 
economic exploitation. In this type of experience it is essential that 
markets be unhindered, so that resources can be moved en masse 

cowards the new opportunities and chat rapid growth materialises. 
In short, this is an extreme case of comparative advantages suddenly 
revealed and exploited. One of the most notable examples is the 
growth of Argentina between 1870-1914. This is, in fact, the only 
case which may be found in conventional economic theory - it is 
useful to emphasise chat here rapid growth resulted from something 

• Work presented at the XII National Forum, Rio de Janeiro, May 2000. 
• • Professor of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ). The author wishes to thank Lavinia Barros de Castro for her attentive reading and suggestions. 
1. Models of growth became an obsession in MIT in the 1960's. However, in addition to having an extremely lowcapacityt�explain the �al 
empirically observed growth {leaving residues of around 65-_75%), �uch models were of a�so�utely no use for the studies of comparatiVe 
experiences (a question which Robert Solow referred to as a Job for unemployed soa�log1sts _). Actual contempora� models of_ ei:'d� 
nous growth, even when enriched by ideas coming from development the?ry, continue to 1gnor� themes essential to the distinction 
between rapid growth and the frustration of growth. (Nelson, Richard, Cambridge Journal of Eronomics, Vol. 22, Number 4 July 1998), 



inherent or intrinsic to economies: their endowment of factors 
In the two types described below, the conditions leading to rapid 
growth have to be in some way created for this growth to occur. 

2. Economies in which the construction of a modern economic 
structure is a result of a project carried out through State policie s. 
This involves, ultimately, the transfer of solutions adopted in the 
more advanced countries (catch-up). Bismarck's Germany; Meiji 
Japan; Brazil (until I 980), Korea, as well as post World War II 
Italy and France are examples of this case. In this type of experience 
the analysis cannot advance if the institutions, and the actors in 
their singularity, are not taken into account. In such conditions, 
the unease of the most cautious practitioners of economic science 
in relation to these experiences is not surprising. As Paul Baran 
observed in the l 950's, Japan used to be described in the economic 
media as analogous to a beetle, which, according to the laws of 
aerodynamics, should not be able to fly, but actually can. This type 
of experience has come to be commonly referred to as a "miracle".2 

3. Economies in which a group of enterprises develop organisationally 
superior solutions, and through these acquire a strong expansive 
impulse, both directly and indirectly transmitted to the economy 
as a whole. Thus, the US supplanted England at the end of the 
nineteenth century, as shown by Alfred Chandler,3 through the 
superiority of the corporations leading its industry at that time. 
Another important example is given by Japan, beginning in the 
mid l 970's. The key element in the latter is the emergence of 
enterprises which, amongst other innovative changes, "maintained 
long-term relations with their suppliers, shared technical and cost 
information with them, and involved them as much in product 
development as in production".4 This new type of enterprise proved 
to be consistently capable of innovating and offering quality products 
at highly competitive prices. 

Having briefly pointed out the paths to rapid growth, I will add some 
observations in order to fit Brazilian industrialisation into the typology 
presented above. 

2. Japan is particularly disconcerting because, contrary to what one might expect, neither the overcoming of traditionalism, nor 1�
i
� 

flourishing of individualism, or the accentuation of social mobility are found there. For this reason, perhaps, Japan did not undergo a dras 
(and potentially fatal) reduction of social cohesion, which made other experiences unviable (such as, for example, Iran) 
3. Chandler, Alfred (1977): Scale and Scope The Dynamics of Industrial Capitalism, Cambridge, Ma, Harvard University Press 
4. Ghemawat, Pankaj ( 1999): Strategy and the Business Landscape, Addison Wesley Longman, New York, p. 96. 
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The unease of economic theory with catch-up experiences comes from, 
above all, ics essentially poli�ical nature. In the case of rapid growth through 
or anisacional changes (earned ouc by enterprises), this discomfort emerges 
fr;m che universal and atemporal claims of economic science. More concretely, 
chere is an apparently insurmountable reluctance to admit that the enterprise 
actor - or any ocher actor - changes with time. 5 

None of the identified paths towards rapid growth should be considered 
as sustainable in the long run. On the contrary, it is reasonable to think of 
each one as corresponding to a form of exhaustion. Nonetheless, nothing 
prevents a nation from successfully shifting from one type of growth to another. 
Thus, for example, it is possible to show that the US moved from rapid growth 
driven by abundant and attractive natural resources, to that led by the superior 
quality of irs leading enterprises. Japan, in its turn, went from catch-up to the 
third rype of growth.6 However, Argentina and Brazil, both exceptions in relation 
to growth based on natural resources and catch-up respectively (a theme to 

be explored below), were obviously unable to reinvent rapid growth.7 

2 BRAZILAND CATCH-UP 1930-1980 

The fifty-year period analysed here, is usually referred to as the period of rhe 
Import Subscirucion Model. This denomination places the Brazilian experience 
in the same group as the other Latin American economies, especially medium 
and large-sized ones. Furthermore, the consensus is that this type of experience 
presents an initial phase in which growth is intense (and "easy"), bur later 
extinguishes itself. 

During the application of this model, there was increasing cnt1c1sm 
throughout Latin America, pointing to its limitations and forecasting its 
�xhaustion.8 In relation to the legacy it left, numerous authors have highlighted, 
In addition co its exhaustion (and the need for new bases for growth), an 

---

:� 
Obviously, it is not being suggested here that microeconomics, as such, does not r�novate itself. Rat��r. what is being affirmed is that 
Y characteristic, when perceived tends to be conceived as a theoretical (and definite) advance. And it is worth noting that this applies 

:: :.ch to the present as to the pa�t and future. Thus, for example, the phenomenon of moral hazards, once incorporated, is understood 
ing present at all times and in all experiences. 

��:eh
as been observed that several of the new methods of enterprise-enterprise and �nterpris�-worker �elati�nships developed in Japan 

I . r
a
pidly disseminated in the United States - which, combined with the leadership of the information-oriented technological revo-

Ut1on has d ·ct 
. h · eci edly contributed to the vigour of contemporary North American growt • 

�h:i� 
e
xperience of Taiwan represents, perhaps more than any other case, an example of the utilisation of the three types of rapid growth. 

from /
ensive use of cheap labour for the export of traditional manufacturing sustained the first phase; catch-up �as practised intensely 

ren 
960 to the end of the 1980's; and from then on numerous progressive enterprises have stood out through their capaaty to incessantly 

ew themselves. 
8· Hir�chman Alb .. . . • . f · Ti i=ssing· Economics to Politics and Beyond. 
Cambrid · . ert: The Rise and Decline of Development Economics m ssa_y5 m re ,--

ge University Press, 1981. 
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inefficient industrial structure and an increase in distributive inequal'i . b . . . d 
ty 

Moreover, the list of flaws attributed t� import-Su sntunon m uscrialisatio� 
has grown with time _ so much chat ns legacy has come to be considered 
entirely negative and outdated. 

Below, I attempt to demonstrate that, in the Brazilian case, chis diagnosis can be challenged head on. 
I) Table 1 shows chat the period corresponding to import-substitution had a radically different significance in Argentina and Brazil. Whilst in Argentina the per capita income was reduced from two-thirds (66%) of the NonhAmerican to a little less than half (45%), in the case of Brazil the enormous distance between the per capita income of the country and that of North 

America was substantially reduced during the same period. In other words, in 
Argentina a severe relative decline of the per capita income was observed, 
while in the Brazilian case there was a true leap (in relative terms). The contrast 
is so great between what happened in each economy, that any generalisation 
about the significance of the import-substitution model for Brazil and 
Argentina must be doubted. More precisely, the table below concretely suggests 
that, while the "primary export model" was a great success in Argentina, -
and a clear failure in Brazil - the opposite can be said about industrialisation. 

TABLE 1 

Per capita income relative to the US (US = 100) 
( 1990 Dollars) 

Year us Brazil Argentina 

1930 100 17 66 

1980 100 29 45 

1998 100 22 36 

• Data_calculated by Geary Kham is, cited in Cunha, P.G. ( 1999): "The Brazilian Socio-Economic Crisis: The International 

Scenario of National Development", Sao Paulo, mimeo, 1999. 

II) Mere economic growth is not regarded nowadays as evidence of the 
success of an experience. It is essential to consider the issue from other angles, 
�articul�rly to ev�uate the degree, or intensity, in which growth is cranslaced 
mto soc,�. wel�-bemg for the population. Next, I will present evidence relate� to _the �rm�al 1s·s.ll:e of �e incidence of poverty. Poverty is understood here '\ a situation m which family per capita income is insufficient to meet basic needs. 

9.Albuquerque, Roberto Cavalcanti and Rocha, Sonia: "About Poverty Reduction Strategies". in Poverty, Citizenship and security orgs 

·.
_ 

Velloso, Jo&o Paulo and Albuquerque, Roberto Cavalcanti, Editora Jose Olympic, Rio de Janeiro, 2000. 
' . 
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Berween 1970 and 1980, when industrialisation reached its most intense 
hase _ and the policies focusing on it were most aggressive - the incidence of 

:overry was dramatically red�ced in Brazi_l. As _Ta�le 2 shows below, the poverty 
indicator fell by an extraordinary 33 pom ts 111 JUSt ten years. 

TABLE 2 

Brazil: percentage poverty incidence , 1970-97 (selected years) 

1970 1980 1983 1985 1986 1987 1990 1993 1995 1997 

68,3 35,3 41,2 35,0 23,7 28,3 30,2 30,4 20,6 20,9 

Source: IBGE Census of 1970 and 1980 and PNDS. Special Tables, according to Cavalcanti and Rocha, op.cit. 

Ir is worth emphasising that in the so-called "decade of reforms" (the 
l 990's), the percen rage poverty incidence also suffered a considerable 
reduction. However, this involved a drop of just nine points. More importantly, 
the reduction experienced in the l 970's does not seem to have been the result 
of any singular episode - possibly tending, instead, to distribute itself 
throughout the period. The reduction (three times lower) verified in the l 990's 
however, occurred strictly in the changeover from high inflation (1993) to 

relative stability (1995). It is thereby suggested that the progress which occurred 
in the l 970's was inherent to the historic process then unfolding, 10 In the 
experience of the l 990's, however, the improvement is strongly associated 
with a single transformation: stability. This suspicion is confirmed by the fact 
that a fall of similar magnitude was verified during the Cruzado Plan (1986) -
and it largely disappeared after the failure of the plan. 

The Golden Age of Industrialisation was therefore, in addition, a phase of 
vigorous improvement of the living conditions of the poorest part of the 
population. This, however, does not mean that the distance between rich and poor 
was reduced during this period. Rather, it means that the proportion of poor in 
the population was rapidly reducing - going against deeply held beliefs. 

III) In relation to the third and last consideration it is useful to highlight 
the fact that labour productivity increased at an extremely high rate (around 
6% a year) during the golden phase of industrialisation. Once again, this can 
be contrasted with the presented situation. It is true that during the 1990's 
labour productivity rapidly increased - at a rate of between 5% p.a. (according 

_- to the National Accounts) and 8% p.a. (according to the index of physical 

_lO. More precisely, and as clearly suggested by Pastore and Valle Silva, the poverty drop verified in the golden age of industrialisation 
Is closely associated to urbanisation. and more concretely with the shift en masse, in the course of a generation, from the position of rural 
manual worker to that of unqualified manual urban worker. Pastore, Jose and Valle Silva, Nelson (2000): "Social Mobility in Brazil", 
'v1akron Books of Brazil, 2000. 
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. f IBGE-PIM) 11. There is, nonetheless, a deep contrast. In the 
producnon o 

· l 4 
eak of the industrialisation phase, employ�ent grew �t approximate y .S% 

p 
.1 d · th 1990's industry laid-off massively. Needless to sa" 

a year wh1 e urmg e , ( l "b 
,, 

' .d . · both production and employment on y poss1 le with 
the rap1 mcrease m f .d al h. h al 

I ·d · crease of production) is a type o 1 e , w 1c lows the 
an extreme y rapt m . . . 

b. • f l ry raise with the mcrease of compeuuveness and the 
com manon o sa a 
mulciplicacion of employment. 

If this evidence is ignored, the general tendency, first by some parts of 

the left wing and later under the neoliberal hegemon!, h�s been to c�nsider 

Brazilian industrialisation as a mere reworking of the failed 1mport-subsntution 

model. My own view is completely opposed to this. Import substitution is 

only concerned with one aspect of industrialisation - and only goes beyond 

the stage which ECLAC has traditionally referred to as "easy", when pushed 

by public policies and institutions of great strength. 12 In Brazil this process 

was completed successfully around 1980. 13 

While the real side of the economy emerged renewed, the country's 

macroeconomic fragility was, however, dramatically heightened. Various 

attempts at stabilisation dragged the economy through a stunning succession 

of shocks, which only ended with the success achieved by the Real Plan. 

3 THE HEGEMONIC PARADIGM IN THE 1990'S AND ITS RAPID EROSION 

According to the hegemonic vision throughout the 1990's, the critical situation 
of the Brazilian economy was seen as a consequence of the mistakes and vices 
of the past. Past here refers both to the so-called lost decade (the 1980's) and 
the golden age of industrialisation. More concretely, the inefficiency of the 
state, the closing of the economy, hyperinflation and technological 
backwardness (Collor's "carriages"), were seen as the inherent traits of the 
impon-substitution model. 14 Faced with such characteristics, only the adoption 
of sttuctural reforms could enable the country to get back in step with modernity. 

11. Bonelli, R and Fonseca, R.: "Ganhos de produtividad d r .. . . 
Mimeo. A comprehensive discussion of ideas and 

.
d 

e e e e ioenoa. novas resultado_s para a economia brasileira", IPEA/CNI, 1998, 
Paulo Gonzaga Mibelli" As causas do aument :v, en�e concerning the phenomenon of increased productivity can be found in Carvalho, 

Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ), 20�/ 
pro UtlVldade da industria brasileira, Doctoral Thesis, Institute of Economics of the 

12. An �ttempt to reinterpret Brazilian industrialisation as a succ ment: Rise and Demise of State-Led Industrialization in B 
'
I
" . ;ssful case was made in Castro, Antonio Barros: "Renegate Develop· 

et al. North-South Center 1994 Peter Evans in .. E b d;
a
;
i m emocracy, Markets and Structural Reform in Latin America, orgs Srn'th 

elaborates on some of th� the�es indispensable f
m

o teh d
e_ Autonomy: States & Industrial Autonomy" Princeton University Press, 1995. r e IscussIon of the Brazl • . ' 

13. Castro, A. B. and Souza F R p A . . 
1 ,an experience of industrialisation. 

, . . ., econom,a bras1/eira em marcha fo� d. 
14. Themostardent!upporter_ofthese ideas in Brazil is Gustavo Fra 

�a a, Paz 
_
e Ter'.a , 1985. 

fn ihis respect, see A lnserrao Externa e O Desenvol 
. .. 

nco, main economic policy-maker of the country until the end of 1998· 
-�,. p lltl 

� vImento a 1996 • · de 
. '""l!"'""'fffll O ca), vol. 18, July/September 1998. 

' text, published by the Political Economic Review (Revi5!a 

,$ 0 
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With the gnH·r;di.,nl n·trl'at of' t>olitical int"rf·· . · k d h . . . . . " crcncc ,n mar ct,, an t t 
.,.jv;IIKl' nf I heir 111tl'l'11a11011al 111tegr-t1 ion _ .,. w,·JI . th ·1· L • d ,., . . . . • , •. , " ,t., t great ag, Hy aoll(:vt 
{hrow•h the 111forn1;111011 l'l'vol1111011 11nrkets l·i·iv,· I . h I h' <l <l r • • • .., ><.:come muc e" 1n ere 
.111d, in1pnrt;111tly, 11111l Ii lw11n i11 d, ..... ir OJ>erat,·,,n ·1·h f' h Id . . . ere ore, one s ou n<Jt 
cxpcd l'l'OllOlllll nisrs crnning from the international marktt. Moreover, as 
th<.'Y l';tlll<.' 11P· die llLt1tagl'l's of t·conomic politic, would know how to address 
tlt<.'�ll. ·- wl�cdin t hrougl_1 1 Ii<' in1 ..... 11siflcation of reforms, or through monetary 
policies oncntnl. l'SSl'llll;1lly, towards the recovery of confidence. Jr is useful 
to rc�nc:mhn, with regard to this proposition, that in the beginning of the 
l 990 s, ph�·twllH'll;J sud1 as the "herd behaviour" were practically ignored -
or even rdc.•1-rcd to as the idiosyncrasies of a long superseded past. 15 

With thc rd�mns, _1hc country began a process of surrendering, somewhat 
reluctantly, to a sc.·t of rules already adopted in other places - and ro the 
rationality imhcc.lc.led in these rules. In this sense, there was also a process of 
convergence tt·nding to make the Brazilian environment similar to that found 
in ocher countril..'s (and in the actual international market). Therefore, the 
country was no longl..'r structurally or behaviourally different - being distinctive 
only with regards ro the remnant archaism and injustice inherited from the past. 

Having accepted the previous ideas, it should be emphasised that the 
crises that emerged were attributed to the distortions and idiosyncrasies of 
the actual countries involved. Such was the case of the 1994 Mexican crisis. 
In the cases of Thailand, Indonesia and Korea, ad-hoc explanations for the 
difficulties encountered in 1997 were also put forth. The rapid succession of 
crises in such markedly different contexts soon undermined the practice of creating 
a different explanation for each collapse. In addition, the suspicion that 
redemption through liberalising reforms contained serious problems also 
increased for this reason. 

In the case of Brazil, various factors have contributed to the erosion of 
the belief in the new paradigm of modernity. 

First, the lacklustre results in terms of growth and marked instability 
in the activity level between 1994-1998. In addition, the continuous 
deterioration of the macroeconomic picture, whether seen through the point 
of view of the balance of payments, or under the fiscal lens. Finally, the 
inability to avoid devaluation, as seen in January 1999, after years of 
preaching that currency depreciation was a typic1 measure of_� long buried 

tast. Undoubtedly, however, the erosion of new ideas was fac1�1�ated by the 
fact that, at a late stage of the adoption of the reforms, the Brazilian economy 

� 

�-Fora critical overview of this picture see "How Washington Worsened Asia's crash. The Confidence Game•. Krugman, Paul, New 

!,pub/� May 1998. 
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experienced the first difficulties associat�d with t�em, �hen, in other countries, the intensification of financial speculanon and mstab1ltty was already evident. 

4 DEVALUATION:THE RUPTURE WHICH GAVEWAYTO CONTINUITY 

As shown in Graph 1 below, Brazilian devaluation was, in comparative historical 
terms, a great success. 

Next, I will highlight some of the structural and behavioural 
characteristics of the Brazilian economy, which clearly contributed to the 
success of the 1999 mega-devaluation. 16 The following observations certainly 
do not intend to offer an interpretation of the success achieved. Rather, they 
aim to draw attention to the importance of certain characteristics, arising in 
the past, which contributed to the originality of the episode - diverging sharply 
from the forecasts of well-known analysts and of the government itself. 
Moreover, through these, I will introduce elements which will be used in the 
final considerations on possible growth strategies. 

GRAPH 1 

The impact of devaluation (T = year of devaluation) 

REAL GDP - VAR (%) 
10 ,----------------------------, 

-15 ...______ ________ � ________ _J 
---0- Mexico -0- South Korea 

16. In relation to the effects of devaluati . . 

-!:r-Philipines -X-Brazil -0- Indonesia 

Inflation· a panel stud " M. 
on on mflat,on see Goldfain llan a d W · Y • ,meo, PUC, Department of Economics R-' d 

n . erlang, Sergio, "The Pass-through from Deprec1a11on to , 10 e Janeiro, 2000. 
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Despite a sharp increase between 1990 and 1998 (jumping from 5.9% 
to 19.3% in the case of industry), 17 the coefficient of imports in the economy 
continued to be relatively low. In practice, this means that in many cases 
enterprises considered the possibility of absorbing most of the increase of 
costs derived from devaluation. The dense layer of domestic production also 
allowed the possibility of depending on, throughout the productive chain -
but especially in the final stages -, local suppliers eager to recuperate and/ or 
increase their market share. In the particular case of workers' consumption, 
the relative lack of importance of imported goods was inadvertently added to 
the decline of the dollar quotations of various export goods. These facts, which 
were decidedly reinforced by the retraction of the market caused by the 
alteration of the exchange rate, no doubt contributed to removing the threat 
of reindexation of salaries in the post-devaluation period - despite the fact 
that the memory of inflation, supposedly, remained quite alive. 18 

A second important characteristic that should be emphasised is the relative 
immunity against the drastic increase of interest rates. To understand this, 
the low debt coefficient of enterprises and banks has to be taken into account 
before anything else. In addition, in the economy, there is an unusual 
familiarity with sudden changes of scenario - sometimes dramatically for the 
worse. In this picture, not only do the reactions to stratospheric interest rates tend 
to be quick, but earnings from these tend to be considered by many as income. 

17. The data refers to the coefficient Imports/Apparent Consumption. S�e M?re!ra, M_aurfcio Me�uita, "A in�ustria br�sileira nos a nos 90. 
0 Queja se pode dizer•, in A economia brasileira nos anos 90, orgs G1amb1ag1, Fabio and Moreira, Maurfc10 Mesquita, BNDES. 1999. 

18. Non-indexation was also accidentally favoured by _the fact_ that the Bra!ilian economr n�ver reached a hi�h !evel of dolarisation. 
Even when, with hyper-Inflation practically installed, indexation became forward looking , the reference rndrces continued to be 
locally defined. 

Re-evaluation of the past and discussion of the future. A perspective centred on economic growth 8 3 



We arc therefore faced with characteristics and behavioural patt 
inherited from the past. In relation co industrial chains, what draws attcn:�

na 

is that industrialisation through import substitution left highly intcgra:
0

: 

structures. On the ocher hand, there is a resilience which developed in t� 
turbulent environment characteristic of high inflation - where , moreover, th c 
activism of monetary policies was enough to cause convulsions.'') c 

However, some features developed during the actual "reform decade" 
need to be added to these traits. 

Starting in the early 1990's industry began a process of restructuring 
chat gained momentum on the eve of devaluation ( 1997-1998). 20 As a 
consequence, even when the macroeconomic unbalances were clearly 
deteriorating, a great number of enterprises had largely adapted to the opening 
and to the exchange rate operating in the economy. Amongst nationally owned 
enterprises, the adaptation often consisted of "entrenchment" strategies, 21 

aiming to hold on to sustainable positions in the domestic market (and 
sometimes in Mercosur). In relation to foreign enterprises it can also be said 
that, as a rule, only the domestic market (possibly extended to the Southern 
Cone) was assigned to them by their parent companies. 

Two important conclusions can be extracted from the foregoing. 

First, it is correct to infer that the potential product was expanding, 
while the effective product was stagnant. 22 This, in turn, implies that the 
economy was subject to growing competitive pressure, originating in the 
domestic environment.2·� T his fact, in addition, offers an explanation for the 
relative ease with which it was possible to devalue the exchange rate at levels 
only slightly above that of the 1997 and 1998 inflation. 
' 

19. Perhaps It can even l>e affirmed that the drastic alterations in the scenario, and especially in the v,1riatio11 of ,e.:il i11te1rs1 ,att>s, had 
already ext1(r1h,1tPd ,1 "portfolio" vision on the part of the actual members of the real side of the economy. 
20. It appear� 1h,1t .11Platlve consensus has been formed amongst scholars, In that, In the beginning (1991-5), rt'st1u,1uri11g focused 
on the rationiliis,1tio11 ,ind reorganisation of enterprises, basically through cuts. The "mini-cycle" ol inve�tnwnt ch,11 ,1c1Nistic of the 
end of the decade only developed later. See Bleschosky, Ricardo et al: "Forma�ao de capital no ambiente das reto1m.1s l'con{lmicas 
brasileiras dos ano� 1990:uma abordagem setorlal", In Brasil, uma d�cada em transirJo, erg. Baumann, Renato, Edi to, it c ,unpu�. Rio 
de Janeiro, 2000. 
21. Ste Castro, Antonio Barios: "lndtrstrla, o crtsclmento f�cli e a  lnflexlo posslvel" In A crise mundial P c1 nova d!lf'lld.i do uf1(iml'l110, 

org. Jolo Paulo dos Reis Velioso, Jose Olymplo Edltora, Rio de Janeiro, 1999. 

22. A presentation or discussion of the reasons for the worsening of the macroeconomic picture doe� not Iii in hPrP, rl\ tlw,r ,1hr,idy is 
abundant literature about It. It is worth underflnlng the asymmetry between micro-macro movements. In this reg,�rd, �f'(' c ,1s110. Antonio 
llnos: "A capacldade de crescer como probltm1•, In O RH/, o atsdmtnto us r,formas, National Forum, org. Jo o Paulo do, HPi, velfo,o. 
RlodtJantlro, 1996. 

ll. In rtlatlon to the phases of pre-dev1lt1dOJI tlld'ltngt policy SH Souza, Frtnclsco Eduardo Pires: "A potltica de c�mbio do Pt.ino Ret1I 

(1Jk•1998): Elptclflcldade da ancora brullllre• .11'1 !twtwofC'onttmpor,ryEconomlcs(Revlsta de Economia Co11tempo1.,11Pdl, 11'1· 5· 

•JJunt 1999. 
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The second conclusion derives from the fact that having b d . _. . . . , een prepare 
d ing the prev10us years (smce 1994 m fact) for hvmg with a highl al d ur . . . . f y v ue 
real. rhe producnve a�nvmes o_ tradable goods - except for highly indebted 
cases_ were able to �nty, follo':'mg devaluation, a period of respite. The external 
marker, which was mmally quue adverse, and the inertia which needed to be 
overcome for the amplification and diversification of exports, nevertheless, 
introduced a significant discrepancy in the reaction of external sales to the 
economy. In the first quarter of 2000, meanwhile, exports at constant prices 
increased by 34.5% in comparison with the first quarter of 1997 (before the 
outbreak of the external crisis), leaving little doubt about the medium-term 
potential response. 

We can now return to the question of adapting to the brutal interest 
rates which followed devaluation. 

In this country, as in other recent experiences, the government acts in a 
pro-cyclic manner, by drastically raising the interest rates after the collapse of 
the exchange rate. In doing this, despite trying to protect the economy, it 
runs the risk, in the short term at least, of strongly contributing to the 
deterioration of the situation. 

We have already briefly highlighted a set of reasons why enterprises were 
not seriously hurt by devaluation - and how, in many cases, they even acted 
as small containment dams against inflationary pressures. Now, it is necessary 
to refer, equally briefly, to the attitudes of consumers. 

Consumers might have adopted a defensive attitude towards the situation, 
reducing their expectation in relation to their permanent incomes, restricting 
their own spending, thereby contributing decisively to the worsening of the 
picture. Everything suggests, however, that this did not occur. In other words, 
despite the severe restraining pressure from the governme�� (an1 _the excre_mely 
negative forecasts coming from various sources), the Brazilian cmzens bas_1�ally 
maintained their patterns of conduct unaltered. By not siding with the dec1s1ons 
of the government (and the action of speculators), they put up very strong 
resistance to the fulfilment of pessimistic prophecies. 

I h · · · h c · asons and differently n s on, what has JUSt been said 1s t at, ror vanous re . from . . . . f · es and consumers possibly "' experiences, the economic dects1ons o enterpns .. rn· · · fl · d the level of acnv1ty. itigaced the impact of devaluation on m anon an . d Add· · • h ates contnbute to . ltionally, the new regime of floaung exc ange r . . . f h inc · F h e the ehmmauon o r e rc:a),ing the resilience of the economy. urt ermor ' 
hxc:d . h . h h t would return to some c:xc ange rate fed the percepuon t at t e coun ry 
kvt:1 f . f . f. t 24 0 autonomy in the determinauon o its a e. 
i4 r---.--_ ex eriences. and not vis-a-vis the past of 
it,..�''•, '.''''11'·M. rnust be understood in contrast to what happened in other contemporary P ''-""••m 1:umorny itself. 
k,� Pv· 1 . . 

I ntred on economic growth 
· .i uat,on of the palt and discussion of the future. A perspect ve ce 
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• h b registered that devaluation and the new exchange All the same, lt as een . . d' . 
l . . d certain extent, a s1tuanon - tra 1t10na In the regime have recreate , to a 

d c d h b l . · · hich the exchange rate e1en s t e a ance of history of this country - m w . . • d f disciplining or punishing, domestic producers. payments, rnstea o ' · 
h h 1 h · lack of competitive pressure - commg as muc from Nonet e ess, t ere ts no 

l . 
d · · tly from domestic producers themse ves. Meanwhile, abroa as, quue 1mportan , . . f • h d being used to stabilise the balance o payments_ mterest rates ave stoppe . . . · h 'b'l'ty chat they will act to the benefit of domestic act1v1cy. reopenmg t e poss1 1 1 . 

The set of changes caused by devaluation, therefore, -�ornts ro_wards the 
bl. h f a  cert,,;n degree of autonomy for dec1s10n making related reesta ts ment o (LI 

• • 

to economic management. Or, at least, it frees economic policy from the 
imperative to act in a pro-cyclic manner. 

These last considerations serve as a starting point for the consideration of 
possible growth strategies for the Brazilian case. Before this, however, a small 
digression on national strategies is required. 

5 A SHORT DIGRESSION ON GROWTH STRATEGIES 

The capacity of the public powers t� formulate and implement significant 
transformations of behaviour seen in the past (for better or for worse) has 
virtually disappeared in Brazil. On the one hand, the complexity acquired by 
the Brazilian economy, the democratic maturity of the country {and 
consequently the proliferation of decision-making centres) and the speed of 
the contemporary transformations strongly suggest that the accomplishment 
of plans centred on a single objective, as was the case in the past, is no longer 
either feasible or desirable. Moreover, the centralisation of decisions makes a 
lot of sense in relation to the construction of productive structures. However, 
once these are largely established and operating, roles change and the actors 
involved multiply. It is the task of the public powers, in their various forms, 
to develop long-term visions, as well as to motivate and co-opt actors in such 
a way that they are incorporated into the general trend. It also belongs to the 
public powers1 whether by themselves or in partnerships with private interests, co concentrate efforts on a small number of large-scale tasks, which are unattractive 
to the private sphere, but considered to be of important public interest. 

Assuming the above is true, it seems important to add some words of 
caution. 

It is no longer P?ssible to ignore the fact that less developed countries 
can grow for long periods at rates never reached by countries at the edge of 
development. After verifying the evidence, it makes sense co invert che 
conve�tional view arul.� admit til,.at, in the cases of the relatively less develo�ed 
countriea, slow growth ts a p·roof of lost opportunities and wasted porennal-
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I order co properly stress chis point, ic is useful to . . I n . . mention t 1at the 
I (ernarional Monetary Fund,. Ill its most recent edic1·011 f' I n . . ) . o growc 1 sc<.'nanos, c recast an average race of GD I mcrease of around 5 so1.0 a ,. f' i . I . 
10 . . • 11 yeclr or ( t.'V<.' oping 
countries in the penod between 2002 and 2004. The growth nt. f u ... 1 

. d "l 
· • t.: 0 Df,ll.l , 

one of the most ore arge emerg1�1g markets", can, in principle, exceed the 
average expected result. However, this cannot easily be achieved in the absence 
of a long-term vis�on which would allow the decisions of enterprises to be more 

than merely reacnve - and allow the economy to explore possible shortcuts in 
the assimilation of advances already widespread in developed countries. 

The second consideration is also related to the impossibility of 
orchestrating (using the old metaphor) economic decisions. As mentioned 
before, the advantages and efficiency gains tend co come from greater 
consistency - bur also, quire importantly, from greater motivation. In chis 
sense, given that instances of power (states and municipalities) endowed with 
significant weight already exist in society, the co-ordination of decisions and 

che actual political energy put at the service of strategy will depend on the 
capacity to select common objectives, thereby dividing functions and 
responsibilities. 

Finally, attention should be drawn to the fact that, here, one is not justifying 
the adoption of strategies aimed at mere economic growth. The lengthy 
stagnation we are trying to avoid was, above all, a consequence of the extenuated 

'stop and go' to which economic agents were submitted. The core discussion is 
the possibility of rapid growth - object of the final sections of this work. 

6 ON THE NEW STRATEGIES AVAILABLE IN THE POST-REFORM WORLD 

In the present climate of recognition of the subsistent (or even aggravated) 
difficulties in the world of liberalising reforms and globalisation, the hypothesis 
of convergence towards a single type of economy outmoded. In face, whether 

favoured by circumstances, as hostages of irreversible decisions, or really looking 
for new paths, different groups of countries have been trying to search for 
their own solutions and arrangements. In the following section, I attempt to 
characterise the situation, contrasting three patterns of conduct. The Brazilian 
case will be resumed later. 

6.1 Strategies of total fusion in the international market 

(or in the leading economies) 

In this first group, one can find the countries which have significantly advanc�d 

· h · · al' · f domestic in t e reforms, and in what we can call the mternanon isanon ° 
tnarkets. Frustrated with the results achieved until die present, to a greater or 
lesser extent, but unable to visualise alternatives (or prisoners of extremely 

R . . · . • · tred · economic growth 8 7 
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difficult to reverse changes), these countries are prc:Scntly inV<,lvc:� in a typ<.: ,,J 
"forward flight". This trend can, or even tends to, (.ulrnrnal<: ir1 dit 
abandonment of local currency. 

In these countries economic policy is compktc:ly r>ric:_nr<:d tc,warcJ,., 
building confidence - and, characteristically, _c�n- only operate in a prc,-Lydk 
manner. More concretely, faced with the poss1b1lity of advc:rc,c_ �xt<;rnal trend.,, 
the local compensation of these is not even contemplated.' I he:_ r_c:c,pon\c ic, 
likely to be new fiscal rectitude promoted through domec,tK pol1C.1c:c,. 

Perceived and internalised by individual economic agentc,, rhic, final trait 
also causes them to act in a pro-cyclic manner. This is especially the cac,c: for 
consumers, through the prompt revision of (expected) pc:rmanc:nt income:. 
No doubt, the possibility exists that, faced with the display of gc:nc:ralic,c:d 
self-restraint, the expectations of external financiers will improve:. In thic, cac,c: 
and given that external confidence is a really critical variable - the re-evaluation 
of the overall picture can spread throughout the domestic sphere, enabling a 
(rapid) recovery of the economy. Nevertheless, the synchronisation of conduct 
of so many social actors can have extremely negative consequences. Moreover, 
it is hard to imagine that this type of situation will not have disastrous 
consequences on social cohesion and political sustainability. 

6.2 Strategies of national (re) affirmation 

In contrast to the fusion strategy outlined above, are the cases of countries like 
China and India. In these, the preservation of autonomy and national identity, 
if indeed they were ever doubted, is no longer questioned. It is important, 
meanwhile, to remember that in the case of such a vast, complex, and peculiar 
country as Russia, there was the illusion, in the beginning of the l 990's, 
that an undifferentiated fusion with the global market would be possible. 
The experiment was a huge disaster. At the end of the decade of reforms, 
Russian per capita income had been reduced by half - whilst in China, where 
the reforms were openly conditioned by the local context, and the efforts 
aimed at the country's economic development were never abandoned, per 
capita income more than doubled. 25 

I do not intend to elaborate on the aspects of the second type. Rather, it 
sh?ul� b_e pointed o�t that in these countries the opening was controlled and 
pnvansanon had nothing to do with the 'big bang' attempted in Russia. In short, 
� .. can affum that_ this group of countries has also been trying to increase rhe 

j�t of markets m the making of economic decisions. However, the changes 

i: . -�-_,,.; Joseph, •Whither Reform?", Annual Bank Conference on Development Economics. World Bank, 1999. 
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are mediated b! and filt_ered through local institutions, values, and objectives. 

Therefore, social cohesion has more chances of being preserved _ and the 
global efficiency of changes has proved to be quite satisfactory. 

6.3 •Reform of the Reformsn 

strategies 

Between the t\\'O opposites just outlined, there is a possibly increasing number 
of experiences which, implicitly or explicitly, are related to what French Davies 
has called reform of the reforms.26 Fundamentally, this type of position means 
chat, under the impact of serious crises, or frustrated by the inadequacy of the 
results obtained, different countries are trying to recover a certain level of 
autonomy in decision-making, including that which relates to economic 
growth. 2- Two representative cases will be highlighted below. 

From 1976 to 1982, Chile took to the extreme its pioneering experiment 
in pro-market reforms. The initial results of this experiment are well known: 
in 1982, the country entered a brutal crisis, which continued for approximately 
three years. In 1985, changes, which later would be referred to as the reform 
of the reforms, began to be introduced. 

The specificity of the Chilean case, developed after the dramatic downturn 
between 1982-85, consists of, above all, the rehabilitation of active 
macroeconomic policies. Basically, the new macroeconomic management 
policies kept the economy on a sustainable course of growth, trying to avoid 
both over-heating and recession. In addition, the filtering/mediation of external 
impulses, by means of the control of capital entry, was important to, and 
characteristic of, the Chilean experience. 

However, the active policies implemented in Chile also went (moderately) 
in other directions. In fact, although not the strongest element in the Chilean 
experiment, policies aimed specially at the real side of the economy were also 
developed. In this respect, the operation by the public powers of the economic 
strategy for copper (which was never privatised), and, in addition, a fe:VV 
experiments of public-private articulation in setting up clusters (such as m 
the salmon industry), can be cited. 

Looked at in perspective, what most draws attention in the Chil_ean 
experience are the reasonably successful efforts, by a sm�ll _econ om�. to p:1mally, 
disengage domestic macroeconomic policy from the nmmg and uph�av_als of 
the international market. Recent difficulties suggest, however, that rl11s 1s not 

·: =--- · Da 
· - . . • F' a• para Relormar las Reformas en Ame1ic.1 Latin.�. Mc 11aw Hill lnterame· • - • Ctl VIS, Ricardo Macroeconom1a Comeroo y inanz � 

·:=-='999. 
• 

b f ct · 1 .1tinn.1/ flM'tsit1• .�nd lobal 
�. :.. :·o--rocative inlrnduttioo to the theme of the preservation of national differences can e oun u 

· =:- :� sm .. orgs �� and Dore. Ronald, Cornell University Press. 1996. 
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. 2s b t this does nor mean chat th 
enough co msulate the local economy - u 

b . · , · licy has een quemoned relanve autonomy of che counrry s economic po · 
• • l h' h an be classified as an implicit Another mcerescmg examp e, w 1c c . 1 · d' c d · K In chis country, the adopnon of mterme 1ary strategy, can be roun m orea. . . . 

its own policies - which profoundly changed the miually accepted IMF 
proposals - arose out of che threat of reproducing,  to_ a greater s�ale, the 
downturn which T hailand and other Southeast ASian countn es were 

undergoing. Ir should be noted, importancly, that simil�rly �o Chile, the 
differentiation re-emerged through the occurrence of tnggenng events -
which had either already happened, or were about to happen. 

In the next section I will cry to show chat Brazil can be considered a 
strong candidate to enter the vast intermediary zone, situated between the 

explicit strategies of national reaffirmation and the position of countries pushed 
into being no more than - in the economic sphere - a fraction of the 

international market. 29 In other words, I believe that the country can achieve 
(and is even moving cowards chis) its own version of the "reform of the reforms". 
To effectively demonstrate chis, it is necessary to look at three complex themes: 
how to complete the construction of a macroeconomic regime capable of 
maintaining relative autonomy in the management of the activity level; how to 
obtain vigorous and sustainable growth; and how to address inequality and 
poverty issues. Of these three themes, only the second and third will be discussed. 

7 BRAZIL AND THE PATHS TO RAPID GROWTH: BLOCKAGES 

Ir makes no sense, currently, to think about the possibility of rapid and 
sustainable growth for the Brazilian economy through any of the three paths 
outlined at the beginning of this work. 

In _fact, given _rhe size of the Brazilian economy (and, quite particularly, 
that of rts populatron), the level of urbanisation reached and the extreme 
diversity of the productive chains, it makes no sense t ' h h o suppose t at t e 
economy can be turned en masse towards opport · · b d h un1t1es ase on t e 
exploitation of natural resources. In other words th " · ,, · . . . . , e repression seen m so 
many Lann American countries smce the opening a 11 h h c . , s we as t e or er rerorms, 
have always been an unv1able road for the Brazil' Th' • · 1an case. 1s 1s not JUSt 

28. The "repression" that the Chilean economy went through in recent decades . . . . 
instability of external markets. In relation to the repression referred to see K I J 

mad� 11 quite difficult to spare the country from the 

aparato productivo latinoamericano en los anos 1990: despues del • co�sens 
a
d
z,

W
org

h
e, Camb1os en la estrutura y comportamiento del 

. . 0 e as mgton", que7" (EPA TO
N

S 2000. 
29. In a recent debate m Argentina a respected economist declared that he k h ., . . · · L, UNITED N

A 1 
· 

expression "the Argentinian economy• meant. The phrase, deliberately pr 
new w at Argentinian geography" meant but not what the 

strategy implicitly adopted in the country: concentrate on the market and be��:::�e, ap_pears _to me to clearly show the essence of the 
undistmct1ve fraction of the international economy. 
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tl •wllfTifvhich huv just been discus�'Cd, but lso becau�-c of the 
fa t th t, on r r to wh u l>I.' ·urr d in othf:r cases ( hile possibly being the 

WO t ), ind -1 'ti w nt 1 .l.1ti d asily through the test of or�ning. This theme 
will be return d to lat r . 

. Neith r is it r ason, bl to suppose that the country should try ro rcopet\, 
t thl th lat omcrs' path. First of all, because this path is designed, 

b i all}': to opy and transplant th existing structures of the more advanc.'Cd 
countri , This histori al task, typi ·al of late industrialising countries, was 
practically - in th n - to influcn · conduct, construct ditlerences, reinforce 
the ri k-taking spirit, ct . This ·ontrasts quite flagrantly with the actui\l sense 
of atch-up. 

On the other hand, sin ' the economic structure of the country still 
pre ents serious probl ms, it l'nak s little sense for the public powers to 
(massively) promote a tions1 if for no reason other than the fact that we are 
now faced with a much more op n and privatised economy - and a much 
more democratic and dem, nding society. In these conditions it is not easy 
to protect activities, and fiscal r striction becomes a permanent imperative. 
In addition, the intense dispute for resources makes it much more difficult to 
direct public spending to exp nsive goals, not associated with the social sphere -
and whose fruits will only appear in the future. However, this does not mean 
that the role of public powers in sponsoring actions should be eliminated. 

Finally, it  ls even more evident that the country does not have 
internationally renowned enterprises that would spontaneously act as a basis 
for the micro-foundation of vigorous and sustained growth. 

Given the unviability of each of the paths to rapid growth, we are 
confronted with a disturbing fact: Brazil possibly enjoys conditions which are 
extremely favourable for the combination of ingredients from all three paths. 
In other words, not being able to reproduce any of the three solutions, Brazil 
is clearly, I insist, a candidate to combine them. In addition, there are signs 
that it iS. already moving in this direction. 

8 BRAZIL AND THE PATHS TO RAPID GROWTH: POSSIBILITIES 

The ingredient growth via exploitation of the comparativ� ad_vanca�es associated 
with natural resources is widdy present through the explo1rat1on ot the Ct'mulo -
and more especially the northern urrado. This consists of an imn�ense ;t�d1 
which extends from the west of Bahia to parts of southern Amazonia - go111g 
through Tocantins, Mato Grosso, the south of Piau! and the south of Mara11!1�0. 
The knowledge required for the exploitatio� of these lands, based on dec1s1ve 
contributions from Embrapa, is already qwte dcvdoped. On the other hand. 

R..__-. • ....., d d' 
· 

f the future A perspective centred on economic growth 
--�-•uon of the past an 1scuss1on o 
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th h. vn frontier . 11 g n rat produ s oT low aggreg e v lue the t t 
J l . . o11tribution to growth should b under timatcd 

d s n t me n t l t I ts d . 30 , 
d 'cl . . ·ffi s to note that pro uct10n osts ar % to 4Qo1. To understan u , lt u f b . I fl ro 

lower than v reg - whi h allows the creation � f
su stantla 

l
p ro 

d
lts and th 

f . s"'l(1ri 5 Undeniably, the 111 rasrructura an logi tical paym nt O ttra t1v .. .. • 
. h . . 

bl I . b t th ir confrontauon may be se n as anot er ingredient pro m are a1g - u · 
in the pro of gr wth. 

In relation to th catch-up component, several warnings have already 
been made-. Howev r, there is space for initiatives sup�orted �y the public 
powers, aimed at matching th more advanced countnes. I ��11 not try to 
specify these. Instead, I will just point out that the opportunltl.es should be 
very carefully selected - rather than being tackled en mas�e, �s 111 the classic 
catch-up cases. It is also convenient to remember that, aga111 m contrast with 
the past, this involves supporting enterprises rather than projects - whose 
task is to transfer solutions achieved in the developed economies . Moreover, 
ideally at least, this does not involve mere copying, but, on the contrary, 
attempting, simultaneously to this transfer, to pursue differentiation. 

It should be stressed, however, that the discussion does not entail, except 
in an extremely limited sense, the use of financial resources. For this and other 
reasons, it is also worth remembering that foreign enterprises, both individually 
and through joint ventures with national enterprises, can be of great importance 
in transferring areas of activity that are absent in the country. This has occurred 
in the past and could become an element of the policy to make up for lost 
time in the last fifteen to twenty years. 

Finally, the adoption, by local enterprises, of much more creative and 
daring strategies has to be seen as very impo�tant. Here, I refer, above all, to 
those en�erprises which performed well in surviving the opening of the economy. As mennoned before, this can often cause the enterprise to get involved with products and markets where it can already draw on a reasonable amount of 
�owle�ge. Ir_ only remains to be seen to what extent they can rake new and b
d

�gger _nsks, aimed at the future conquest of (new) positions. To move in this 1rect1on there are decisive st b k I d d l . . . eps to e ta en: support to researc 1 an eve opment act1v1t1es by the publ' . ic powers, greater integration between enterpnses and universities as 11 h · f h l . l . ' we as ot er integral items from the agenda 0 tee no og1ca policy. 
The synergy between the th d · • . · -recognisabl . 

ree imensions of growth discussed here 15 

y not strong Neither . b h d . advances in each strat • · .
1 

can lt e oped that those interesre 111 • eg1c area w1 I try to · · . · . H .. ,._., in the oth I . . Jom, or arnculate, with the don11n,u "" · . � er areas. n addmon h t· he . ' as t e return to centralism is our o r 
t2 
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uestion, it has to be concluded that the previously outlined growth ingredients 
�ave to be explicitly concei_ved as three separate and unique growth strategies. 
Ideally, each one of these will have clearly defined objectives, and flexible means 
to achieve them - whilst admitting the possibility of improvisation. 

9 NOTE ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GROWTH, DISTRIBUTION.AND POVERTY 

The rapid and sustained growth which occurred in the past in Brazil was 
capable of strongly reducing poverty, without, however, decreasing inequality. 
In other words, the assumption that growth leads to better distribution was 
shown to be mistaken - but the expansion of the economy proved to be efficient, 
as shown by the fact that it removed millions of people from extreme poverty. 

At the present time, it is known that the drastic reduction of poverty 
verified at the climax of industrialisation occurred, fundamentally, because of 
the multiplication of unqualified urban occupations, both in industry and 
outside it. However, it is also known that the expected re-intensification of 
industrial growth will not involve a significant expansion of jobs occupied by 
the poor. A sustainable and expressive increase in unqualified non-industrial 
employment is also doubtful. In addition, the drastic shrinking that formal 
employment is presently undergoing might result in new reductions of the 
average income of various types of work. 

The preceding should not be understood as an indication, or proof, that 
growth is no longer of interest, even in relation to poverty reduction. It should 
be clear that not only inequality, but also poverty, have become autonomous 
problems. In these conditions, the remaining indirect link between economic 
growth and the social problems referred co here, is basically reduced co the 
volume of resources levied by the public powers. 

This assumption, however, should not lead to the conclusion chat growth 
itself has effectively become autonomous. Rapid growth at least - as shown 
throughout the text _ currently depends, crucially, on widely shared visions 
of the future, as well as on the mobilisation of numerous public and private 
actors. This, however, cannot be achieved in deeply divided societies suffering 
from permanent identity crises. 

These final observations suggest chat rapid growth not only allows, but 
in effect requires, a substantial improvement of the living conditi?ns of the 
population. Not for the reasons previously put forth (the formauon of the 
internal marketj etc.), but for moral and political reasons - which are only 
indirectly econ·omic. 
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